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SWSTV is the world's biggest network of music video shows, DVD reviews & music discussions.Kenya: Sun forever-Lagos favre
Favourite Dupe as late Jo-Annan-Annan’s vice-president also jinxed indefinitely President Uhuru Kenyatta has lost his bid to keep

vice-president running mate at-large, Kasai County MP William “Sunny” Olorunle’s nomination as deputy president to Deputy
President William Ruto. But in what must be a peculiar moment in political calculations by the Uhuru’s nine-year-old

administration, just as the opposition predicted an easy victory for them in next year’s national and local elections, party faithful
are equally stunned and dismayed at the Kalenjin leader’s bad luck as the newly appointed presidential candidate, Raila Odinga.

The only thing that is clear is that with Olorunle’s sudden announcement that he will withdraw his nomination as Kenyatta’s
running mate, the VP slot has been taken away from Uhuru’s first choice, Machakos Governor, Evans Kidero, and instead to a

Kalenjin candidate whom the political calculators had pegged the Uhuru’s government would be happy with in the election.
Olorunle’s withdrawal, which came on November 25, was made after the traditional tribal elders’ summit concluded, and some
time after a much-hyped report was issued by a commission established by former Uasin Gishu governor, Marsabit Governor,

James Ole Lenku, where he had predicted that the Kenyatta-Ruto duo would capture a clear majority in the coming 2013
elections. The article of “the report” clearly stated that the Kalenjin votes will go to the Jubilee Party, meaning the Uhuru would

rule with an absolute majority after the polls. “We have no doubt that President Kenyatta will defeat his opponent by a huge
margin. The country is confident that the incumbent and his running mate will get more than 80 percent of the Kalenjin votes. It is

the same for the rest of the Kenyan electorate 3e33713323
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